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Eclipse DistilledAddison Wesley, 2005
Organized for rapid access, focused on productivity, Eclipse  Distilled brings together all the answers you need to make the most of today's  most powerful Java development environment. David Carlson introduces proven best  practices for working with Eclipse, and shows exactly how to integrate Eclipse  into any Agile development...
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GWT in PracticeManning Publications, 2008
If you're a web developer, you know that you can use Ajax to add rich, user-friendly, dynamic features to your applications. With the Google Web Toolkit (GWT), a new Ajax tool from Google that automatically converts Java to JavaScript, you can build Ajax applications using the Java language.
  GWT in Practice is an example-driven,...
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Ant in ActionManning Publications, 2007
This second edition of a Manning bestseller has been revised and re-titled to fit the 'In Action' Series by Steve Loughran, an Ant project committer. Ant in Action introduces Ant and how to use it for test-driven Java application development. Ant itself is moving to v1.7, a major revision, at the end of 2006 so the timing for the book is right. A...
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IBM(R) WebSphere(R): Deployment and Advanced Configuration (Information Management)IBM Press, 2004
The expert guide to deploying and managing any WebSphere Application Server V5.x application and environment
 

If you’re a WebSphere Application Server administrator or developer, this is your ...
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Google Web Toolkit for AjaxO'Reilly, 2007
The Google Web Toolkit (GWT) is a nifty framework that Java programmers can use to create Ajax applications. The GWT allows you to create an Ajax application in your favorite IDE, such as IntelliJ IDEA or Eclipse, using paradigms and mechanisms similar to programming a Java Swing application. After you code the application in...
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Generation Xbox: How Videogames Invaded HollywoodYellow Ant Media Ltd, 2012

	Hollywood is under attack from videogames. Movies defined the 20th century but games are now pushing them aside as the medium that captures our time, fascination and money. Generation Xbox digs into the love-hate relationship between games and cinema that has led us to this point. It's a story of disaster, triumph and Angelia Jolie in hot...
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SonarQube in ActionManning Publications, 2013

	
		Summary

	
		SonarQube in Action shows developers how to use the SonarQube platform to help them continuously improve their source code. The book presents SonarQube's core Seven Axes of Quality: design/architecture, duplications, comments, unit tests, complexity, potential bugs, and coding rules. You'll...
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Evolutionary Computation in Combinatorial Optimization: 6th European Conference, EvoCOP 2006Springer, 2006
Metaheuristics have often been shown to be effective for difficult combinatorial optimization problems appearing in various industrial, economical, and scientific domains. Prominent examples of metaheuristics are evolutionary algorithms, simulated annealing, tabu search, scatter search, memetic algorithms, variable neighborhood search, iterated...
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Decision Science in Action: Theory and Applications of Modern Decision Analytic Optimisation (Asset Analytics)Springer, 2018

	
		This book provides essential insights into a range of newly developed numerical optimization techniques with a view to solving real-world problems. Many of these problems can be modeled as nonlinear optimization problems, but due to their complex nature, it is not always possible to solve them using conventional optimization theory....
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Metaheuristics: Progress in Complex Systems Optimization (Operations Research/Computer Science Interfaces Series)Springer, 2007
Metaheuristics has grown and continues to grow steadily. Seen both from the technical point of view and from the application-oriented side, these optimization tools have established their value in a remarkable story of success. Researchers have demonstrated the ability of these methods to solve hard combinatorial problems of practical sizes within...
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Apache Jakarta and Beyond : A Java Programmer's IntroductionAddison Wesley, 2004
The Jakarta project consists of many powerful open source tools for the Java platform, but most lack tutorials or clear online help documentation. Apache Jakarta and Beyond is the definitive guide to using Jakarta and other Java open source tools to develop Web...
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Al Application ProgrammingCharles River, 2003
The purpose of this book is to demystify the techniques associated with the  field of artificial intelligence. It will cover a wide variety of techniques  currently defined as "AI" and show how they can be useful in practical, everyday  applications.

Many books on artificial intelligence provide tutorials for AI methods, but...
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